The City of Davis Parks & Community Services Department Proudly Presents
THE 14TH ANNUAL DAVIS CHILDREN'S VERSION OF

THE NUTCRACKER

PERFORMED AT THE VETERANS MEMORIAL CENTER THEATRE, DECEMBER 20, 21, 22, AND 23, 1990

Director ........................................ Ann Smalley
Executive Producer ......................... Bob Bowen
Associate Producer ...................... Kate Boyce
Original Music ................................ Peter Tchaikovsky

Inspired by the original 1816 E.T.A. Hoffman story "The Nutcracker and the Mouse King".

TECHNICAL PRODUCTION STAFF

Executive Technical Director ............. Jon Lee
Technical Director ......................... K.T. Haun
Assistant Technical Director ............... Andrew MacArthur
Stage Manager ............................... Kate Boyce
Assistant: Stage Managers ................. Tom Cross, Lori Conrad
Audio Designer .............................. James Lee
Audio Engineer ............................... Pam Chateauneuf
Lighting Designer ............................ Chris Wong
Lighting Assistant .................... Alistair Wandesforde-Smith
Lighting Board Operator ................. Myvanwy Morgan
Stage Decoration ..................... K.T. Haun
Set Fabrication Supervisor .......... Debbie Feught
Assistant Fabrication Supervisor .... Bob Westergaard

Technical Stage Crew

Kris Day ..................................... Andy Springer
Jon Barton ................................. Seth Duffey
Tom Hughes ............................. Ryan Woodward
Brendon Duffey ............................

Special Thanks To:
UCD Drama Department, Darrell Winn and Jerry Helms; Acme Theatre Company, Dave Burmester; Hibbert Lumber; Sacramento Theatrical Lighting, Greg Wersching, Bernardine King; Tom Vinik; City of Davis, Parks & Community Services and Management Information System Departments; Nancy Lewis-Mounce; The Davis Enterprise; Lalaine Martell; Nancy Porter; Patti DuMont; and all of the dozens of volunteers and parents who helped make this production possible.

Dear Friends:

Little did I realize when we created the first Davis Children’s Nutcracker in 1977 that it would evolve into the legendary show it is today. The cast this year numbers 254 children between the ages of 6 and 12 years old. Producing it requires over 50 staff members and dozens of volunteers. Over 7,000 people will see the show live this year and untold thousands will watch it on cable television.

The original vision however still remains to provide an enjoyable and memorable theatre experience for children to share with their families and friends. We thank you for being part of this very special holiday presentation, and wish you the very best during the new year.

BOB BOWEN
Executive Producer

COSTUME PRODUCTION STAFF

Costume Directors .............. Ann Sloan, Kate Boyce
Costume Crew .................... Anne Marie Bialczak, Ann Sloan,
........................................ Kate Boyce, Krista Inchausti, Chris Weber-Johnson

PRODUCTION COORDINATION STAFF

Group Staff Coordinator ............. Jodie Hemler
House Manager ...................... Marina White
Properties Coordinator ............. Chris Agee
Group Photos Photographer ........ Karen Froiland
Group Photos Coordinator ......... Steve Inouye
Assistant to the Director .......... Jenny Smalley
Ticket Sales ............................
........................................ Parks & Community Services Department Staff
Publicity ............................. Bob Bowen

The Director wishes to thank: KATE BOYCE, BOB BOWEN, Jon Lee, James Lee, Ann Sloan, Pam Chateauneuf, K.T. Haun, Shelley Ferkovich of the Sterling Riding School, Chris Wong, JoAnn Kennedy, Jodie Hemler, Maggie Summers, and Ty Smalley.
THE NUTCRACKER
CAST

Clara ................................................ Heather McGee
Fritz .................................................. David Russell
Drosselmeyer ...................................... Jeremy Springer
Mother ............................................... Merry Kate Handwerker-Droz
Grandmother ...................................... Jenny Naughton
Grandfather ....................................... James Curley
Nanny ................................................ Erin Rose Widner
Mouse Queen ...................................... Jennifer Muramoto
Pipsqueak .......................................... Julia Joshel
Nutcracker/Prince ................................ Matthew Levin
Gnome King ........................................ Garth Silbernstein
Forest Fairy ....................................... Michele Varnado
Sugar Plum Fairy ................................. Annais Kennedy
Sea Queen ......................................... Megan Agee
Narrator ............................................ Katie Collins
Bulser .................................................. Jessie Pratt

Leaders: Dina Collins, Jenny Smalley

BIG PARTY GUESTS
Katy Boyden, Ryan Fuller, Jeb Gill, Lisa Gorden, Heather Hemstreet, Karen Kubey, Justyn LeSevbre, Avi Mamiadi, Katie McDermott, Jesse Pratt, Katie Sadler, Lindsay Tofflemire
Leaders: Jon Hall, Mari Hunting

LITTLE PARTY GUESTS
Lynae Anderson, Catherine Curley, Erin Hart, Susan Hart, Jake Hedkathorn, Andrew Hershberger, Alan Kubey, Evan Monbeit, Taryn Rose, Kathryn Kimia Sluis, Charles Smith
Leaders: Greg Cech, Wendy Walker, Katie Collins

MOUSEMAIDS
Julie Clark, Katie Geiser, Destiny Quinn Holcrow, Grace Lin, Jennifer Pro, Shannon Rowden, Arianne Silva, Amy M. Spencer, Stacy Stocker, Krystal Wiggins
Leaders: Karen Maynard, Megan Harris

DANCING DOLLS AND TEDDY BEARS
Rachel Friese, Jamie Giantonio, Karen Morris, Kristin Schneider, Cari Stegist, Laura Wardrip, Britany Adams, Jennifer Cronan, Joshua Gerowitz, Emily Henderson, Elizabeth Thigpen Hunt, Sharon McClain, Elizabeth Patterson, Elise Terlar, Mia Terlar
Leaders: Cecily Hitchcock, Eleanor Curly

DANCING CATS
Sorrell Barnes, Brianna Birks, Lora Ceccato, Annie Collins, Clarissa Gill, Tracy Gorden, Mariah Phillips, Shawna Robb, Sarah Sigmon, Jaclyn Wiggins
Leaders: Jemma Levy, Saskia Cornes

MICE
Kathryn Boyle, Kyle Buckler-Zahar, Diane Geng, Stacie Hitchcock, Anna Joy Thigpen Hunt, Julia Joshel, Paul Kesinger, Jessica Kitchens, Kevin Koblik, Jennifer Loomis, Andrew Madsen, Jeffrey Muramoto, Danny Osley, Haley Phillips, Brian Russell, Ian Schmidt
Leaders: Maureen Flaherty, Dan Wool

SOLPIYANS
Tyler Bowen, Zachary Champion-Fritz, Matthew Pitch, Kevin Garlick, David Geng, Stephen Gojkovich, Gregory Gojkovich, Sean Heaton, Jason K. Hollingsworth, Nathan G. Johnson, Gregory Levin, Kevin Magill, Michael McDermott, Spencer Salmon, Troy Silva, Richard Standiford
Leaders: Edward Jones, Erika Warner

Gnomes ............................................. David Abous, Thomas A. Burton-Lopez, Devin Fuller, Pennflies Handwerk-Droz, Casey Medlock, Matthew Orze, Kevin Patterson, Steven Richardson, Brandy Stocker, Christina Collins, Lara Neagley, Lara Sigmon, Leigh Steward, Naomi Berg, Reina Salmon
Leaders: Brenda Townsend, Andrew Townsend, Janis Rosenberg

Snowflake Dancers
Veronica Galas, Melissa Chords, Kendell German, Rachel Gill, Ellen Hodell, Anna B. Johnson, Kimberly Johnson, Natalie Jean Kiltzlen, Heather Lye, Yara Lomeili-Loibl, Sarah Morrill, Amanda Scott, Marissa Slavin, Sarah Carr West, Aleksandra Widner, Kimberly Yackzan
Leaders: Cara Steindorf, Nora Jacobs

Mermaids
Andrea Elliott, Janna Hemstreet, Raha Hezar, Megan F. Kennedy, Ashlie Ann Kittleson, Beth Lew, Susan Grace Marshall, Holly Ransome
Leaders: Brenda Cameron, Devon Miller

Dancing Treats
Michelle Aldrete, Emily Carlson, Megan Fuller, Lisa Lazzaroni, Cadeiba Lomeili-Loibl, Alena Mandel, Ashley McNaughton, Sarah Neagley, Emily Sousa, Mieko Yokoi-Shelton, Lisa Moering, Amanda Pittwood
Leaders: Marybeth Flaherty, Tara Lechman
Sugar Plum Fairy’s dance choreographed by Maggie Summers

Spanish Dancers
Kristen Anderson, Leslie Burton-Lopez, Rebecca Dietze, Sid Gopse, Drew Larsen, Kenny Lin, Justin Minnich, Carl Osier, Suzi Redenbaugh, Shannon Richardson
Leaders: Gahmellne Riffke, Margaret Sallee

Chinese Dancers
Gabrielle Boutin, Emilie Cameron, Heath Ernstom, Christie Geiser, Maggie Goldberg, Lisa Hann, Shannon Hemstreet, Emma Johnson, Pallavi Mamiadi, Ashley Paiko
Leaders: Johanna Doppkins, Sean Fuller

Russian Dancers
Sarah Allen, Jeanine Andrews, Mathew Grossman, Laurel DeLapp, Marcus Elliott, Nicholas Gillese, Lani Hanson, Jamie Hitchcock, Colin Rigley, Gregory Stark, Christopher Stark, Anna Wood-Vasey
Leaders: Doug Hardie, Jeremy Fuller

Pennyleghistles
Stacey Bowen, Heather Bowen, Lauren Boyle, Annaliese Boyle, Stephanie Buckgith, Kathy Bunfill, Dana Chet, Jessica Cunningham, Emily Hodell, Jessica Holly, Kaela Holly, Teresa Lazzaroni, Annie Cuff Lewis, Crystal Medlock, Carolyn Plant, Ashley Levin Zweig
Leaders: Debbie Lebeck, Stephanie Feekes

Gumdrop
Sarah Aldous, Emily Bennett, Madeline Booth, Colleen Fuller, Jennifer Shuh, Betty Sousa, Alison Tang, Katie Towers, John Valeny
Leaders: Patrick Fuller, Colleen Bangle

Clowns
Gordon Douglas, Mark Gojkovich, Carly Hansen, Morgan Jenkins, Shannon Keane-Miller, Meghan Kennedy, Kelly Loomis, Dany McClain, Sara McGee, Nell Redenbaugh, Kyle Silva, Lindsay Simeone, Ryan Wirt, Lisa Yackzan
Leaders: Alane Lee, Joshua W. Keane, Jason Friese

Arabian Dancers
Dylan Adams, John Frink, Jeremy Glazer, Kristen Koblik, Maya Medeiros, Rory Moser, John Christopher Perry, Jason Pratt, Kellen Smalley, Jenny Smalley, Anna Sousa, Sarah Standiford, Kyle Garlick
Leaders: Humphrey Lu, Erin Paige, Holly Ernstom

Flowers
Nikola Anderson, Brianna Bangle, Johanna Brown, Jennifer Harrison, Kristin Hulik, Sarah M. Johnson, Mandy March, Chelsea Ransome, Alyssa Stark, Amy Taylor, Kim Thompson, Lindsay Uwacraft, Megan Uwacraft, Allison Young
Leader/Choreographer: Lisa Corbett